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To See from Somewhere
ARIEL C. WILSON
I am fascinated by moments when I can’t quite tell what I am seeing. To See from Somewhere
is an exploration of the conditions that affect human perception, and the ability to delineate
or define one entity or another. With this series, I ask:
When do we equate knowing something with our ability to observe its boundaries,
where it starts and where it ends?
Each piece in this series is inspired by my inability to perceive a difference between value,
shadow, or material, addressing the conditional nature of sight and the impossibility of perceiving any object as separate from the light and context within which it is seen.
Objects that hover between print and sculpture rely on subtlety to confound perception. I am
interested in the limitations of my vision to perceive slight value changes and my mind’s tendency to see something where it may not physically exist. Optical sculptures offer a dynamic
interaction with light and appear to change as the viewer moves around them. The movement they facilitate brings my attention to the positional nature of sight, reiterating Maurice
Merleau-Ponty’s question in Phenomenology of Perception:
Is not to see always to see from somewhere?
I continuously return to the color grey for its expansive lack of fixity: neither black, nor white
(or varying degrees of black and white). By expanding the space between opposing ends of a
spectrum I am interested in occupying the complex and mesmerizing space in between.

Test strips (after Agnes), 2017, Inkjet print, 40” x 40”.

Previous spread: Reflecting the same (Gallery Whites), 2018, Latex paint, joint compound, 95” x 19”.
Right: Detail.

To be square (for Nick), 2017
Inkjet print, Lumistry film
16” x 9.5” x 5”

Between Grey, 2018, Double-sided inkjet print, 43” x 27” x 8“.

Receding White, 2018, Inkjet print, steel, 40.5” x 23” x 8“.

To perceive, to surveil, to understand, to delimit: a history of power

Look: four circles
Which circle is cyan? Which one is magenta?
These pure elements of color carry everything needed to convey the range of human emotion or to
break light apart and put it back together again in panoramic views of Parisians strolling across grassy
lawns on Sunday afternoons.
Color and light: here we have the essence of reality and the key to our perception of it.
But what does that matter when our sense of sight fails us?
What must we confront, when, instead of being inundated with images, we are left alone to consider
the limits of perception?

Look: a white square, on a white ground
At least, that is what it seems to be.
Which white is the square, and which white is the ground? If you could perceive which tone of white is
neutral, then you would know. Then you would understand.
Perhaps your eye is yearning for a darker shade of color, to help you see better what constitutes white.

Ah.
a grid, familiar paragon of rational thinking, comprehensive systems, clearly drawn categories,
and modernism. Its format assures us of its verisimilitude. It gives us a range of color, laid out systematically by value. And yet, something is not quite right. How can white be whiter than paper white?

Look: a shadow of a square
It is a square that has detached from its infallible concrete certitude and floats, and moves, defying
Cartesian logic.
Is a square still a square if we cannot see its edges?
What happens to knowledge, the academy, and our understanding of ourselves if we cannot see the
edges of the square, or map its position on a two-dimensional plane?
No longer the symbol of rationality and modernity elevated to the level of the gods, or “the first step of
pure creation,” the square becomes a ghost.
Whose absence haunts the square?

Look, squint: a black shape on a black ground. It is almost invisible, like faces unrecognized by the latest facial recognition software, or skin not calibrated for film.

Look: an even field of color
It is rectangular, implying all the context of color-field paintings: flat materiality as universal truth, pregnant with the ability to deconstruct systems and reshape thinking. Newman said that if his works were
read properly they “would mean the end of all state capitalism and totalitarianism.”
High visibility fabric reminds us that all can shift in a moment: it is impossible to rely on the first impression of the gaze. Color is liable to fracture into a spectrum of light, or turn from medium gray to flashing
white if one makes the wrong move, or steps too far.
Like systems of state capitalism and totalitarianism, this color field looks and feels different depending on where you are standing. In its presence, reality is relative. One false move, one step or glance
wrongly calibrated, and reality changes.

// Chloe Courtney

Resembling shadows (metallic grey), 2018
Double-sided inkjet print
43” x 24“ x 4”

Previous spread: Neither here nor there (00000 - ffffff), 2018
Double-sided inkjet print
30” x 42” x 16“
Right: Detail

I lose the edges, 2017, Inkjet print, 31” x 31”.

Flat Grey, 2018, Fabric, wood, 96” x 32“ x 3”.

Diagram: Visible Light in the Dark, 2018, Inkjet print hung in lowly lit room, Dimensions variable.
Next spread: Simulation of Visible light in the dark.
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